
I WANT TO TODAY FOCUS ON 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
SMARTNESS AND HAPPINESS. I 
AM OBVIOUSLY INTERESTED IN 
THE TOPIC OF HAPPINESS BUT 
THE ANGLE THAT I TAKE IS NOT 
THE ANGLE THAT I ADOPTED 
WHEN I WAS A KID. 

I loved the topic of happiness 
but more recently I have been 
reading on the topic and I have 
been researching on the articles 
of the topic and that is my USP, 
so to speak. So, there are spiritual 
leaders, religious leader etc, and 
they have a base, I appreciate 
what they do. My angle is more 
data-driven and scientific. 

When we were young, we were fed 
a steady diet, especially in India, 
on how if you were successful you 
would be happy. A lot of emphasis 
was placed on being successful as 
we grew up. My mom used to tell 
me: ‘Work hard now because once 
you are successful, you can coast 
along and be happy for the rest 
of your life. But it is important to 
work hard now,’.

Success leads to happiness. The 
truth is that it is not clear if that is 
that case but if you do work hard 
and are successful, then you are 
definitely happy in the moment. 
However, your definition of 
success changes the whole time. 
I am sure you have experienced 

this in the context of money: you 
earn $5000 a month and then 
you go on to $7000 a month. You 
obviously feel happier but that 
happiness doesn’t last forever 
and  you need another bump in 
your salary for you to feel just as 
happy again. That is true in terms 
of many other dimensions be it 
power, fame, status.

So, there is a moving goal post 
which means that if you do 
pursue success you have to be on 
a treadmill: you have to run faster 
and faster to stay in the same 
place. This is the idea behind the 
concept of hedonic adaptation: we 
adapt to things that are external 
to us like wealth and fame and so 

“Success is a moving goal post,” 
says Prof. Raj Raghunathan, 
University of Texas, Austin. 
“Happiness makes you successful 
and not the reverse.”
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE WE BLEED CRICKET

#caughtintheweb

#tuesdaythoughts
The bat is not a toy, 
it’s a weapon. It gives 
me everything in life, 
which helps me to do 
everything on the field.  
– Virat Kohli

#numbercrunching
US$7 million
Total prize money 
offered in the 2019 
season of the IPL.

TODAY: DR CHAITANYA GIRI ON THE PRIVATE SECTOR’S PATH TO OUTER SPACE

If there is one thing that has bought a cheer to 
Indians at large during this prolonged lock down 
is the fact that the IPL season was not cancelled. 
There were plenty of ifs and buts and at one point of 
time one would have imagined that it was a foregone 
conclusion that the IPL season this year was off  
the tables. 

There were plenty of logistical nightmares right from 
the title sponsor pulling out to some members testing 
positive for Covid – 19 upon their arrival in Dubai. One 
dampner is definitely the fact that the stadiums are 
empty; albeit compensated by cheering noises. 

It does beg the question that if the stadiums were 

to remain without any spectators then why not have 
the IPL in India itself? While there may be no right 
answer to all these questions, it is reasonable to say 
that BCCI pulled a bunny out of its hat by ensuring 
that the IPL season is going on smoothly in spite of  
the several daunting challenges that they faced along 
the way. 

So which team are you supporting?

President Framroze Mehta
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on. They don’t provide sustainable 
happiness. On top of hedonic 
adaptation there are some other 
reasons why success might actually 
make you unhappy rather than happy 
and I want to dwell on those topics 
today. 

Happiness is more reliable 
determinant of success than the other 
way. The basic idea is that if you are 
happier you tend to be healthier and 
you are more energetic; you are not 
self-centred and more collegial in 
getting things done better as a team. 
When you are happier you are more 
creative, some would ask what about 
Salvador Dali or David Ostrowski who 
used to be unhappy. Well, it is not 
to say that unhappy people are not 
creative but to say that you are more 
creative if you are happier and there 
are physiological reasons for this. 
There is a lot of research on this and 
I have some work myself in the area 
of happiness and objectivity. If you 
are objective, you are less likely to be 
diverted or distracted by peripheral 
issues and more likely to focus on the 
central aspects of the issue. So, if you 
combine all this, you may say that 
happier people make more money 
and they are more successful. So, the 
happiest 20% on average earn about 
32% more money than the least 
happy. 

A big message that emerges from this 
is that we worry a lot of what kind of 
degree our children should get, what 
college they should go and of course 
we want them to be happy. But we 
actually end up focussing more on 
effort and energy on sending them 
to the right college, asking them to 
pursue a degree when, in fact, if we 
rechannel that energy to give them 
the fundamentals of leading a happy 
and fulfilling life, we would actually 
be doing more for them in even 

conventional success, wealth and 
fame. We would actually put them 
on a path that will more reliably 
lead them towards the conventional 
yardsticks of success. 

I would talk about the three big 
reasons why the yards-sticks of 
success tend to lower our happiness 
levels. I have already talked about 
why happiness promotes success: it 
gives you better health, makes you 
more collegial, and creative. This 
direction of causality, happiness 
leading to success is much more 
reliable than the reverse direction 
of causality. So, why might success 
undermine happiness? 

The first reason is that if you are 
successful, the chances are high that 
the success will go to your head and 
you will get egoistical, and you are 
going to start chasing superiority. 
There are many sayings in English that 
actually suggest that. Such as, power 
corrupts and absolute power corrupts 
absolutely; the idea is that if you get 
success then it feeds your ego and 
makes you more narcissistic and self-
centred. There are many reasons why 
success makes you narcissistic and 
one of those has to do with how the 
external world starts treating you once 
you become successful. You become 
really famous, rich or powerful, and 
the external world starts treating you 
differently which starts making your 
ego a little bit bigger

We have studies in which we have 
participants study a joke and rate 
its funniness. We give a relatively 
average joke and ask them to rate the 
funniness; in one condition we tell 
them that  the author of the joke is 
a janitor in the same company. We 
want to see if a change in authorship 
of the joke has an effect on how the 
joke is rated and indeed that is what 

we find, that if the author of the 
joke is a CEO or in general a leader in 
status in fame or something then that 
same joke is perceived to be funnier 
than if the author is a janitor.

We have done parallel studies across 
contexts not just in terms of funniness 
but in terms of suggestions made to 
you and the suggestions would come 
from somebody who is higher up to 
lower down and how seriously you 
would take the suggestion etc. 

This translates into – you get some 
information and if the source to the 
information is a powerful source then 
that is no longer a mere suggestion, 
it is perceived more like an order and 
it also means that if you are the more 
powerful person then people are 
going to find you more charismatic, 
people are going to perceive a halo 
around you. 

If that keeps happening to you over 
time then that is going to feed your 
ego and you are going to think of 
yourself as better than others and will 
start chasing the superiority. It turns 
out, that chasing superiority is not 
good for happiness. One of the many 
reasons is that you also start attracting 
people who are superiority-seeking 
around you, you tend to cut corners 
and step on people’s toes a little 
bit more, you are more self-centred 
which other people don’t like and 
hedonic adaptation can accelerate 
and magnify the extent to which you 
become prone to hedonic adaptation. 
The yardsticks of superiority tend to 
be extrinsic. You might be good at 
what you do for a job but it is difficult 
for people to see how you are at 
doing your job unless it is like playing 
cricket or running.

People assess your job by the extrinsic 
yardsticks you have, how high up are 
you in hierarchy and so on and once 

you start tethering your happiness to 
the things that are extrinsic, you are 
setting up yourself for a roller-coaster 
ride. When things go well you may 
pat yourself on the back and feel 
proud but sooner or later you are 
going to fail and when that happens 
you are going to feel miserable so 
that is not good for your happiness. 
So, reason number one is that when 
you are successful, it will start feeding 
your ego and you might start chasing 
superiority which is not good. 

In the happiness research, the 
one thing that emerges from this 
positive psychology field is that 
relationships for human beings are 
super important in being happy. One 
study looked at the top 10% happiest 
people and these people had variety 
of qualities, they were healthier, 
married rather than not married, 
extrovert, lived in small towns rather 
than the city but there was one 
characteristic which every person had 
which was that every person had one 
relationship that they could really 
count on. They had a shared sense of 
intimacy with at least one person and 
80% of these people shared a sense 
of intimacy with a friend rather than 
their spouse and that, too, a same 
gender friend. 

There is a solid foundation of 
trust and that is the quality of this 
intimacy. If you aspire to belong to 
the happiest people in the world 
then having a sense of intimacy is no 
longer a luxury, it is a necessity. That 
is how important relationships are. I 
am sure you have seen the Ted Talk 
by Robert Waldinger on brands where 
they call the same set of people, 
and they look at who tended to be 
happier, or less stressed. What they 
found was that happier people tended 
to be people with a great social life. 
You can have physical ailments but 

PE Shernaz Vakil PN Vineet Bhatnagar PP Arvind Jolly PP Dr. Mukesh Batra PP Nirav Shah PP Vijay Jatia
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if you have good social relationships 
to lean on, then you are likely to be 
happier and might also live longer. It 
turns out that wealth can come in the 
way of social relationships. 

The study shows that the wealthier 
you are, the meaner you are 
and meaner people end up 
being wealthier. Even temporary 
wealthiness inside a lab; for example, 
you are brought into a lab and asked 
to play a game of Monopoly. One 
participant ends up becoming richer 
and they find that the richer you are 
the meaner you become. So, there is 
a bowl of pretzel right between the 
participants and the richer you are, 
the more likely you are to grab it on 
your side and start eating more and 
make derogatory comments even 
though it is temporary and fake. 

Other research talking about 
screen saver money. So, the screen 
saver comes up and some of the 
participants are exposed to symbols 
of wealth like 100 dollar bills as 
screen savers and others are exposed 
to more neutral stimuli like clouds 
and nature and then they are asked 
to  go to another room in which they 
have to pull up a chair and they have 
to sit next to another participant. 
There is going to be a group activity 
there between the two and what 
they observe is how close or how 
far is this participant, either to 100 
dollar bill or to nature, how close do 
they sit to the other participant and 
what they found is that if exposed to 
money, you sit further. So, when we 
get into money, the same goes if you 
used to fly economy and then go to 
business, then you look down to those 
in economy. So, the more the money, 
the meaner you become. That is 
very bad for your happiness because 
relationships are super critical for your 
wellbeing. 

The third is overly control-seeking. 
It turns out that if you are more 
successful then you tend to seek 
more control over other people 
and outcomes. This also has to do 
with how the external world treats 
you. Now the fact that you are most 
successful means that other people 
have given you more resources, 
control and that is presumably 
because they have got to know that 
you are good in handling resources. 
That is why you are given access to the 
resources. The message in there is that 
you go and control those things but 
you take that as a signal and become 
more control-seeking and seek more 
control over other people and over 
resources. And if you are successful, 
one of the characteristics is that why 
don’t people listen? If they listen it can 
make them happier and that would 
allow us to seek freedom to have more 
control over people. This is true even 
in personal relationships. You have 
someone successful, they come home, 
and they try and start controlling their 
spouses or pets. On the face it may 
seem like a good thing that you are 
happier but because people don’t like 
control, we like ‘not being controlled’. 
So, if you are so powerful that they 
can’t do anything about it then they 
can be passive aggressive. But if they 
do have, then they can be overly 
aggressive and that is how psychology 
reacts. 

I am sure that many of you would 
have heard that, ‘life is like Donald 
Trump’s head, very difficult to 
control’. So, if you find that things 
are turning exactly the way you want 
them to, you are not going to be 
happy. You are going to be miserable. 
There are other reasons too why 
control seeking will not lead to 
happiness, you will tend to be more 
persuasive rather than harmonious, 

you  will have to sacrifice your health, 
relations and also tend to cut corners 
and take risks that in the long run will 
back fire. 

So, how to avoid this health sabotage? 
When you are successful you don’t let 
it lower your happiness levels. Instead 
of chasing superiority, you can focus 
on the flow states that led you to be 
successful in the first place: that can 
be an antidote to chasing superiority. 
The single biggest determinant of 
success in any field is hard work, 
smart work. So, the more you practice, 
the more deliberately you practice. 
It is not just mere domain, it is what 
areas you identify to improve yourself 
and overcome them. So, you enjoy 
the process of doing something rather 
than the outcome, so, that is flow 
states. 

The antidote to de-prioritizing 
relationships is re-prioritizing 
them, and the happiest people 
tend to recognise that you can’t 
do everything. As Henry Ford 
said, if you have more than three 
priorities in your life, you don’t have 
any priorities in life. So, prioritize 
relationships. You really need to 
block the time that nurtures your 
relations. Have the space when you 
have some alone time, spend it in 
some meaningful way. In our house, 
in the dining area we have a white 
board where every week, everyone 
has to write an activity not more than 
three hours long that all of us have 
to do enthusiastically, with 100% 
involvement. It can be anything, 
hiking, movie, scrabble and so on. 
With this we get to know each other’s 
tastes, interests and moods. It turns 
out that as human beings we are not 
only capable of deriving satisfaction 
or being close to friends and family 
but even to strangers or pets/strays.

The antidote for being overly control 
seeking is to seek internal control, 
over your mind, own thoughts and 
feelings. The basic idea is that our 
desire to control is not going to go, it 
is going to go one way or the other, 
the calmer you are the less external 
control you seek. The tools and 
techniques to achieve that are vast. 
So, we tend to think success leads 
to happiness when in fact it is the 
reverse. But if you watch out for the 
antidotes as you become successful, 
you can potentially have a win-win 
situation where not only you are 
successful but are on a higher level of 
happiness.

ROTARIANS ASK

Don’t you think expectations play 
an important role here? 
Yes, we tend to expect more when 
good things happen to us and less 
when bad things happen to us, 
that is part of the adaptation, it is 
the reaction to non-fulfilment of 
the expectation. I think that if you 
are successful, even control of the 
discrepancies of expectations, poor or 
rich, it is going to hurt but if you are 
rich and successful, you are going to 
start to blame other people for that 
discrepancy or seek control over it. 
And that is where the control-seeking 
aspect comes. 

How do you protect yourself when 
you are vulnerable from people 
who are dominant over you? 
I think you have got to be assertive, 
learn to say no or not to say yes when 
you want to say no. If it is somebody 
not very important to you, you can 
just walk away from the relationship 
if you have the courage to do this, 
but you have to learn being assertive. 
Assertive is not aggressive.

Rtn. Ashok Chinai Rtn. Manoj Patodia Rtn. Pradeep Saxena Rtn. Dr. Prakriti Poddar Rtn. Rajyalakshmi Rao Rtn. Suresh Goklaney
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It was lovely to see our Bhavishya 
Yaan children and street children from 
Salaam Baalak under the Child Welfare 
Committee of RCB do a Mandala Art 
workshop. The workshop was hosted 
online, on Zoom and was organised by 
Rotractors of HR College. 

The professional to conduct the workshop 
was arranged and paid for by the District. 
The workshop was attended by 50 children 
who very enthusiastically finished their 
artwork.

Here is a glimpse of some of their artwork.

MANDALA ART FOR BY
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On October 2, 2020, an 
extraordinary programme 
to celebrate the birth 
commemoration of 
Mahatma Gandhi was 
sorted out online for 
Lighthouse classes 1 to 5. 
This occasion was attended 
by Chairman Rtn. Rajesh 
Shah, co-chair Rtn. Charu 
Agrawal, Rtn. Ptn. Ekta 
Shah and VIDYA mentor 
Ms. Manisha Ahuja.

It was threatening to see 
six- and seven-year-olds talk 
so unquestionably about 
our adored Bapu. Std 3 
student Sanjana showed a 

banner she had prepared 
portraying Gandhiji in a 
tricoloured cloak while Stds. 
4 and 5 shared the great 
characteristics we can gain 
from the extraordinary man.

This entire exercise was 
intended to move our kids to 
embrace Gandhian qualities 
like non-violence, integrity, 
tolerance, etc. which are 
necessary in the current 
disordered occasions.

Intending to make learning 
more playful, the event 
ended with a fun Housie 
for all classes using tickets 

the children had prepared 
earlier themselves. The 
process of calling our words 
and the students trying to 
find words not only keeps 
them attentive but serves as 
reinforcement.

Winners were asked to re-
read their words and were 
overwhelmed to receive 
the prizes. The prizes and 
additional gifts for all other 
lighthouse students were 
donated by our Committee 
member, Rtn. Dilip Dalal to 
celebrate his birthday with 
the children.

GANDHIAN-THEMED HOUSIE FOR LIGHTHOUSE
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Coronavirus has affected not just humans 
but it is also playing havoc with the lives 
of the animals. The most affected are 
the strays amid this lockdown. To put 
in a little effort from our side, we came 
up with a project which is called ‘THE 
HUNGRY PAWS’ to feed the stray dogs who 
have been starving since hours, days or 
maybe weeks. 

In the week-long project from September 

15th to 21st, 2020 we asked all the 
volunteers to feed nutritious food to the 
stray dogs in their own area. The volunteers 
registered themselves through the google 
form link attached in our PR message. 

We got an outstanding response of up 
to 70 people willing to volunteer for this 
great cause. These volunteers were then 
segregated into 5 WhatsApp groups where 
they were asked to document themselves 
while feeding the dogs and share on the 
groups. We made a compilation of all the 
responses and videos we received to post on 
our social media handle.

The response of this project was exceptional. 
To see so many people being passionate 
about this project and taking some time off 
for this noble cause was overwhelming.

RCISME WITH AY

RCISME FEED STRAYS

Yaadon Ki Baarat, a project 
where RCISME collaborated with 
Rotary Club of Bombay and 
Dignity Foundation, made our 
elders relive their glorious days. 

In the first Zoom session named, 
‘Humaare Zamaane Mein’ on 
October 10th, RCISME presented a 
skit for the elderly people.

They displayed how drastically 
times have changed be it in 
clothing or the type of music 
people listen to. They showed a 
set of grandparents who were 
talking to their grandchildren and 
realising how different their lives 
were. After the skit the hosts of 
that day spoke to the audience 
and asked them if they related to 
anything that was presented in 
front of them and they heartily 
agreed. The senior citizens of 
Ananda Yaan shared about how 
they had had instances with their 
grandchildren regarding the same 

matters.

In the next segment of “Humaare 
Zamaane Mein” the youngsters of 
ISME interacted with the elderly 
and asked them to share a few 
stories about their past and things 
that they did in their childhood. 
Many came forward to share how 
they miss the good old days where 
they traded in ‘kanche’ (small glass 
balls) and flew kites with their 
friends. They shared how writing 
letters in their ‘zamaana’ had 
much more love than writing a 
message on WhatsApp.

In the last segment, the elders 
played a fun game of Housie. The 
tickets were pre-made and sent to 
all the players. Prizes donated by 
Rtn. Madhusudan Daga were given 
to the winners of Housie.

Lastly, the youth of RCISME played 
a few retro songs and danced with 
them. The enthusiasm of elders 

and energy of youngsters were 
a lethal combination to “Total 
Dhamaal”

 The Ananda Yaan Committee 
thanks the Organisation 
Committee for this project having 

1. Sakshi Chauhan 
2. Khushboo Ranka 
3. Fiza Shaikh 
4. Shreya Bang 
5. Dhwani Shah 

6. Dishti Doshi 
7. Janvi Kela 
8. Gehena Shahani 
9. Riya Jain 
10. Ishita Malde 
11. Aashka Oberoi 
12. Gurjas Singh Sethi 
13. Yash Shah 
14. Lokesh Shet

And look forward to the next two 
session.



To mark the beginning of a very 
special partnership between 

the Rotary Club of Bombay & 
The Asiatic Society 

the regular club meeting will be held 
at the Durbar Hall of the Asiatic Society

6:00 pm - 7:30 pm 
on Tuesday, 04 August 2015 

for fellowship followed by the meeting

The library will be closed to the public 
and Rotarians and their guests 

will have this unique opportunity 
to view the holdings and tour the facility

For security reasons we will need to 
supply a list of those who will attend 

As this is a heritage building with no elevator visitors 
will need to climb a flight of stairs 

 
RSVP: Sangeeta 22024089 

by 01 August 2015

ASIATIC SOCIETY MUMBAI

BEAUTIFICATION OF EXTERNAL AREAS

Rotary Club of Bombay is committed to the rejuvenation of Asiatic Society Mumbai

UPKEEP AND MAINTENANCE

CONSERVATION CENTRE

BOOK RESTORATION 

INCREASING FOOTFALL

YOU CAN SUPPORT OUR EFFORTS BY...

- Becoming a member of the Asiatic Library.
- Adopting books for restoration and digitization.
- Donating towards the capital expenditure of the Conservation Centre. 
- Actively using the Asiatic Library and spreading the word that 
  we need to support our heritage.

ASIATIC SOCIETY MUMBAI

Members of the Rotary Club of Bombay (RCB) have 
committed to fund the restoration and digitization of at 
least 100 books every year. �e target for 2015-16 has 
been met and work is proceeding for the year 2016-17.

RCB has already renovated the existing 
conservation centre and now proposes 
to expand its capacity by doubling the 
number of books that can be restored 
each year.

Once the renovation of the premises has been completed, RCB will landscape 
the garden spaces and adopt these three gardens.

RCB supports the upkeep and maintenance of one of our city's most iconic public places, 
with the professional assistance of Forbes Facility Management.

MAP STORAGE
RCB has donated storage cabinets to protect and preserve the historic and valuable maps 
in the Library's collection.

RCB has undertaken a membership drive 
and also held two of its own weekly 
meetings at the fully renovated iconic 
Durbar Hall. With a view to showcasing the 
magni�cent, historic premises, RCB hosted 

a dance performance by acclaimed 
dancer Astad Deboo at the Durbar 
hall, and a spectacular "period" 
evening (the Tondal Durbar) at the 
recently restored Central Hall. RCB 
aims to encourage Mumbaikars to visit 
and use the Asiatic facilities.
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Rtn. Ptn. Divya Jhaveri

ROTARIAN PARTNER BIRTHDAYS

ROTARIAN ANNIVERSARIES
OCTOBER 14: Rtn. Ptn. Jyoti & Rtn. Rajas Doshi  
OCTOBER 18: Rtn. Ptn. Preeti & Rtn. Ratan Tankha

OCTOBER 13

Rtn. Farokh Guzder

OCTOBER 17

PP Dr. Rumi Jehangir

OCTOBER 19

Rtn. Kirit Kamdar

OCTOBER 15

Rtn. Pashupati Advani

OCTOBER 18

Hon. Rtn. Deepak Parekh

OCTOBER 15

Rtn. Hursh Meghani

OCTOBER 18

Rtn. Pankaj Baliga


